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With their rich internal structure, molecules can play a decisive role in precision tests of fundamental physics. They are now being used,
for example in our group, to test fundamental symmetries such as parity and time reversal, and to measure either absolutevalues of
fundamental constants or their temporal variation. Most ofthose experiments can be cast as the measurement of molecular frequencies.
Ultra-stable and accurate sources in the mid-IR spectral region, the so-called molecular fingerprint region that hostsmany intense
rovibrational signatures, are thus highly desirable.
We report on the development of a widely tunable quantum cascade laser (QCL) based spectrometer. Our first characterization of a
free-running cw near-room-temperature DFB 10.3µm QCL led to a∼ 200 kHz linewidth beat-note with our frequency-stabilized CO2

laser. Narrowing of the QCL linewidth was achieved by straightforwardly phase-locking the QCL to the CO2 laser. The great stability of
the CO2 laser was transferred to the QCL resulting in a record linewidth of a few tens of hertz. The use of QCLs will allow the study of
any species showing absorption between 3 and 25µm which will broaden the scope of our experimental setups dedicated to molecular
spectroscopy-based precision measurements.
Eventually we want to lock the QCL to a frequency comb itself stabilized to an ultra-stable near-IR reference provided via a 43-km long
fibre by the French metrological institute and monitored against atomic fountain clocks. We report on the demonstrationof this locking-
scheme with a∼ 10 µm CO2 laser resulting in record10−14-10−15 fractional accuracy and stability. Stabilizing a QCL this way will
free us from having to lock it to a molecular transition or a CO2 laser. It will make it possible for any laboratory to have a stabilized QCL
at any desired wavelength with spectral performances currently only achievable in the visible and near-IR, in metrological institutes.


